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Solid Mount 
Moto Roost Deflectors
The EE Moto Roost Deflector has been built for
durability and functionality.  The mounting
hardware consists of a billet T6061 aluminum
bracket supporting an open ended Polypropylene
rail that will give the support you need yet still
flex back under an impact.  This system will
support the popular EE Roost Deflectors that are
available in a variety of colors.

Moto Roost Deflector
53-120 to 53-129  $49.95 Moto Roost Deflector with Mounting 
                              Hardware (assorted colors) 
53-100                    $34.95 Replacement Moto Roost Deflector Mount Kit
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MOTO ROOST DEFLECTORS



Bar End Inserts
Ideal for when you would like to
remove your Debris Deflectors.
Handlebar End Inserts are a
great combo when switching
from Debris Deflectors to Moto
Roost Deflectors.

54-100 to 54-606   $12.95 
Handlebar End Inserts
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Evolution Roost Deflectors
Made of durable Polypropylene, this injection molded
deflector is the perfect mate to our aluminum Debris
Deflector. Comes complete with all the necessary
mounting hardware and are sold in pairs. Installation is
quick and easy with nylon mounting straps with molded
in nylock nuts. No drilling or tapping needed.
51-120 to 51-129       $24.95      
Plastic outer mount Roost Deflectors  (assorted colors)

BROOKS HAMILTON
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PLASTIC ROOST DEFLECTORS



Evolution Clamps
Clamps are designed to arc underneath cables
and hoses for more clearance. Available for a
wide variety of 7⁄8” and 1 1⁄8” handlebars.
50-131 to to 50-160      $39.95 – $42.95
Evolution Clamps (assorted) 

Evolution Debris Deflectors
Made of top quality 6061-T6 aluminum these Debris
Deflectors offer a wide radius bend for more lever room.
All hardware is included for ease of installation and zinc
plated for durability. Debris Deflectors attach with our new
“U” clamps for added cable/hose clearance.
50-5131S to 50-6006    $59.95 – $67.95
Assorted colors w/Evolution Clamps

Standard Debris
Deflectors & Clamps
Classic design keeping performance and
durability in mind.
50-032 to 50-4036       $19.95 – $55.95
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DEBRIS DEFLECTORS



Flexx Debris Deflectors
Aluminum Debris Deflector Kit designed to fit Fasst
Company Flexx Handlebars.Movable pins lets you raise
or lower the Debris Deflectors to set them at the desired
angle based on your bar position.

50-5140S      $69.95 
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KTM Comfort 
Complete Seats
Our complete seats are manufactured right here
in the USA. They offer all day riding comfort with
a redesigned shape that features a wider top
surface and larger radius edges. This combined
with our use of injected molded memory foam,
will give you the most support of any seat on the
market. Seats are available in standard height
and tall versions.

75-100 to 75-411   $129.95 EE complete seat (assorted)

Replacement Seat
Foams and Covers
for All Brands
EE offers replacement seat foams and
covers for many off-road models. The
foams are available in tall or standard
height soft. We are also providing a foam
installation service, please call for details.

7504-21-21 to 7561       $44.95 – $69.95 

Grab Handle
Tired of burning your hand on the hot
silencer when putting your bike on a
stand or getting it out of a mud hole?
The EE grab handle tucks in tight to the
side of the bike yet offers a convenient
place to lift the rear of your bike

26-046       $34.95  
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Seat Storage Pouch
Need a convenient place to carry your money, drivers license,
etc?  The seat pocket easily attaches to most any motorcycle
seat by just wrapping the strap around the back of your seat
and attaching the Velcro.   

Dimensions: 4.5” deep x 3” wide.

75-450       $39.95
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Clutch Cylinder
Protectors
Saves your slave cylinder and engine
case if you throw a chain or fall on a
rock. Offers great peace of mind.

13-090 to 13-400        $29.95 – $39.95  

4-Stroke Silencer Guards
Tired of burning your pants & boots on the KTM Four-
Stroke exhaust? Solve that problem with this bolt on
aluminum guard. Mounting hardware included.

11-060 to 11-063   $34.95 4 Stroke Silencer Guard (assorted)

JED HAINES
PHOTO CREDIT: 
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KTM Bar Riser Kit
23-002        $39.95   

Honda / Kawasaki 
Handlebar Riser Mounts
23-602           $69.95       1 1/8” Handlebar Riser 
                                        Mounts 5/8” forward and 5/8” rise



Front Brake Rotor Guard
Protect your valuable front brake rotor with our
strong, light weight, aluminum guard.

13-145                    $109.95

Lower Right Fork Leg Guard
To compliment the new Front Brake Rotor Guard, we
are also offering a Lower Right Fork Leg Guard.

13-245                     $49.95

Ultra Disc Guard with
Complete Carrier Rear
Brake Rotor Guard
Protect your expensive rear brake rotor with this
disc guard. Replaces the entire brake carrier for
superior strength and features a replaceable fin.

13-044 to 13-073     $94.95 
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Aluminum Skid Plates
Protect your bike’s vulnerable underside from rocks
and logs with these light weight and durable
skidplates. Skidplates come complete with all the
necessary mounting hardware.

24-020 to 24-800       $99.95

24-573

Skid Plate Hardware Kits
Need replacement brackets, bolts, or clamps for your skid
plate? Our hardware kits contains everything you need.
Our hardware kit use the same high quality bolts and
billet clamps and brackets that came with your skid plate.   

24-020HK to 24-800HK         $29.95

24-080
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SKID PLATES
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Radiator Braces
Strong yet light weight, these aluminum
braces protect your radiators from
getting twisted and bent without
sacrificing airflow

11-100 to 11-400      $99.95   Radiator Braces

RADIATOR BRACES
RYDER LAFFERTY

PHOTO CREDIT: 
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Radiator Guards
Protect the front of your radiators from an impact or flying debris
with our “NEW” Radiator Guards. Made from 3/16” aluminum with
support rods welded on to attach to your EE Radiator Braces.
Black anodized for a factory look and easy clean up.

12-400                       $79.95   

SUPPORTING THE JASON RAINES YAMAHA DEMO RIDE

RADIATOR GUARDS
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Frictionless Chain Guide Block
by BRP
These “Frictionless” Chain Guide Blocks are CAD designed
and CNC machined using UHMW-PE composite material.
Thanks to its extremely low coefficient of friction (0.14),
outstanding abrasion resistance, superior impact resistance,
and self-lubricating properties, UHMW-PE is ideal for getting
you through the gnarly stuff. Outlasting OEM chain guides,
while offering a practically frictionless guide and unbelievable
protection for your chain and sprocket. The BRP Guide Block is
able to absorb a hit without bending like the stock aluminum
chain guard. Two-piece design easily replaces the OEM chain
guide.

19-107 to 19-160       $69.95       BRP Chain Guide

Brake Pads
Replace your worn out brake pads and
rotors with Galfer quality replacements.
Available in both Semi Metallic & Full
Metallic compounds. What’s the difference
between semi metallic & full metallic? Full
metallic pads are designed for maximum
wear. Great for muddy conditions. Semi
metallic pads are designed for better
pedal feel, lower temperatures and a more
progressive braking response, but the life
span of the pad is shorter.

17-073 to 17-088     $27.95 Brake pads (assorted)

Rekluse EXP Clutch Kits
Rekluse EXP was inspired by the award winning and
premier Core EXP system and singles out the revolutionary
EXP assembly. Rekluse EXP employs the same race-ready
technology and EXP assembly of our premier product; the
difference is that it fits into your stock clutch component.

RMS-6013 to RMS-7788   $379.00 – $869.00

KTM / Husaberg
Solid Rear Rotor
Add greater stopping power and
better pedal feel. Your brake pads
should last up to 3 times longer.

17-070       $119.95   

KTM / Husaberg
Front Wave Rotor
The Front Wave Rotor is an efficient
design that uses all the brake pads
surface evenly. 

17-071     $103.85

Sprockets
We have a variety of sprockets
available for your bike. Heavy duty
steel front sprockets and light
weight aluminum for the rear. 

20-013 to 20-653       
$16.95 – $46.95

EK Chains 
Sport Series O-Ring/
Quadra X-Ring Chain
Thick side plates, longer wear life and
fatigue strength make this sealed o-ring
chain a bargain. Also features four point
pin riveting, solid bushings and rollers for
longer chain life.

EKO-116 to EKX-120      $62.00 – $93.00

Sprocket Fastening Kit
Designed to fit most dirt bikes, contains six Grade 10
steel sprocket bolts and six fuji-style metal locking nuts.

18-500  $9.95   

Replacement Fastener Kits
50 piece fastener replacement kit. Great to keep in the
tool box or use to dress your ride up.

18-300 to 18-400     $15.95 – $19.95 
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Axle Pulls
Make wheel maintenance a breeze with this
time saver. Made of billet aluminum, this trick
piece not only looks cool but is extremely
handy when it comes time to change a tire.

23-050 to 23-061     $19.95       Axle Pull (assorted)

GPR Steering Stabilizers
Increase your stamina and confidence by reducing
head shake and arm pump. Cut down your lap
times or go faster in the woods. You can go from
one to eight without backing down the rotation.
Each kit comes with stabilizer bar mount, bolt on
tower and hardware. 

28-001 to 28-005           $59.95 – $495.00

Carbon Fiber 
Exhaust Pipe
Guards
Protect your expensive exhaust
system from damage with this
tough carbon fiber pipe guard. All
mounting hardware is included.

11-550 to 11-711     $139.95

Silencer Re-Packing
Cartridges
Restore lost power and keep the decibels in check
when you repack your silencer with Bristol Core
cartridges. This drop & load solution eliminates the
hassle and mess of the wrapping and taping of
conventional muffler packing. In addition, the pre-
wrapped cartridge ensures even coverage in the
entire silencer for maximum performance.

SS-01-0016 to SS-D1-0046     $19.95 – $23.95 

KTM XC/XC-W Exhaust End Cap
Enduro Engineering has a “NEW” bolt on Exhaust End Cap that will make your stock KTM
XC150/250/300 and XCW200/250/300 silencer a USFS Approved Spark Arrestor. The stock KTM
silencer looks and works great, is very quiet and very light, so instead of replacing the whole
silencer we can offer you a more cost effective option. Our end cap was designed using the latest
CAD design software. It was designed to offer maximum performance; in our testing we found no
power loss from the stock end cap. The EE screen type spark arrestor makes maintenance very
easy, by simply removing 2 bolts the screen can be removed for replacement or servicing. The easy
access to the screen is great for riders that use their bikes for Closed Course and Off-Road, no need
to have two silencers.

40-211 to 40-212        $94.95



Longer Throttle Cables 
By Motion Pro
These high quality cables are 3 inches longer
than stock. The extra length allows you to route
the cables around the front of the triple clamp
out of the way of your computer, steering
dampener, etc.

15-080 to 15-082       $19.95 – $34.95

Clutch and Brake Lines
This rugged braided stainless steel hose will
ensure solid clutch pressure every time. Also
features an elbow fitting at the master
cylinder to route around handguards. All
necessary hardware is included. 

Clutch Hose
15-072                      $59.95

Rear Brake Hose
15-090 to 15-091     $53.95

Front Brake Hose
15-095                      $74.95

T3 Slidelight Throttle
Cable 
By Motion Pro
15-083                $36.99 

Replacement
Throttle Tubes
We offer throttle tubes that feature a
pop-out end cap to allow easy
installation of debris deflectors.

15-084 to 15-085     $15.95

www.enduroeng.com • 517-393-2421

Replacement Clutch
and Brake Levers for
KTM / Husaberg By
Motion Pro
23-103 to 23-105        $15.95 – $36.95 

ZACH INGRAM
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Electronic Sensor Wire 
and Magnet
Running an electronic odo/speedo? This magnet & sensor
wire are great to keep as spares or outfit your new bike.
Works with enduro timing equipment as well.* 
(Note: may have to change connectors to fit 
certain equipment)

16-041 to 16-044     $12.95 – $39.95
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Score Card Holders
Made of weather proof vinyl, includes a
Velcro strip to stay securely fastened.
Easily mounts to any fender.

12-039 $9.95 Black Scorecard Holder

Grip Heaters
Keep your hands loose and
warm with these easy to
install grip heaters. Includes
all the hardware and a hi-low
switch. Works with any bike
with a lighting coil. Made
famous at Dirt Rider
Magazine’s 24 Hour Test!

15-054  $34.95 Grip Heaters

Pedal Anchor Kit
17-060  $10.95 Pedal Anchor Kit

Route Sheet Holder
Two styles to choice from, snap on top or side
load. Both versions will keep your route sheet dry
and easy to read. All mounting hardware is
included. Our new side load design features billet
aluminum knobs and a Polycarbinate casing.

14-049 to 14-053     $8.95 – $29.95

Top load version Side load version

Trail Tech Striker
Computer
Vector is a full function digital off-road
speedometer. The Vector speedometer
has many useful features like
maintenance reminders, enduro and rally
race features, LED alerts and large digits.

27-111 to 27-211      $54.95 – $109.95

NICK FAHRINGER
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Lower Heim Joint Kit
With KTM’s linkless rear suspension the main
point of wear in the swingarm is the lower Heim
joint that connects the shock to the swingarm.
This is a common wear item. Our kit comes
complete with bushing, seals and spacers.  

16-098         $29.95

Wheel Bearings 
and Spacers
Enduro Engineering offers a great selection of
replacement spacers, bearings and seals. The
spacers are hard anodized for longer wear.
These bearings and seals are an economical
replacement to the expensive stock ones. 

16-050 to 16-692       $18.95 – $55.50

Countershaft Seal 
& Spacer Kit
Keep the oil in your motor with our
countershaft seal & spacer kit, comes
with all of the necessary items to get
the job done right, hardened spacer,
seal & o-ring.  

16-070 to 16-071       $17.25-$19.45 

KTM Off-Road
Lighting Kit
We now have lighting kits for your KTM
XC/XCF/SXF/XCW’s. The lighting kits are
assembled and ready to bolt on in just
minutes. Complete kits come with a
headlight, tail light, wiring and the proper
KTM fasteners to make installation easy. You
may also purchase the head light and tail
light separately. Keep the clean factory look
on your bike with our sano kits. 

Note: These kits are for off-road use only and
are not DOT approved.

30-701 to 30-801       $199.95 – $229.95

Replacement Bulbs
35 & 45watt halogen bulbs for your KTM or EE off-
road lighting kit, these hi-performance bulbs will
be brighter and last longer than your stock one.

30-700B to 30-745HB      $3.95 – $14.95

Rear Brake Light
Switch for KTM
No more hacking and splicing. These
hydraulic rear brake light switches
simply plug into the stock KTM wiring
harness and you’re ready to go.

30-101, 30-114         $39.95

License Plate
Holder
This holder is made of tough
plastic and comes with all the
necessary hardware for
mounting. They will also adapt to
almost any off-road rear fender. 

22-700  $14.95 
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Oil Filters
We offer these high quality
replacement filters for your 4 stroke. 

18-116 to 18-755         $3.75 – $5.50

Air Filters
We now offer a high quality
replacement air filter for your dirt
bike. The dual element design
keeps the dirt out. Great for a spare
on those long weekends.

18-200 to 18-4014       $23.95

Universal Hour Meter
Now there is a handy little device to keep
track of hours on your motor. Keep track of
motor hours for maintenance and services
like oil changes, valve adjustments, piston
and ring replacements, etc. Works on any
motor! Just wrap the single wire around
the spark plug wire and your all set! 

30-001                $34.95 Universal Hour Meter

Task Racing Helmet Lights
Quality, Affordable, Super Bright White LED Helmet
Light Package.

30-600         $149.95

Magura Hydralic
Clutch Bleeder Kit   

23-010               $24.00



Universal 
Mounting Bracket
Now mount your accessories with ease.
This bracket kit works with steering
stabilizers, tapered bars or both.

16-035  $34.95  Universal Computer Mount

www.enduroeng.com • 517-393-2421

Billet Shock 
Spanner Wrench
At last a spanner wrench that makes adjusting
your PDS shock a breeze. Designed to loosen or
tighten the shock adjusting collar without
having to get out that damaging punch.
22-300 to 22-311    $21.95 – $24.95

KTM / Husaberg
Power Valve Tool
Fine tune your 250 or 300 powervalve
with our billet powervalve adjustment tool.

22-2002   $9.95 

KTM Fork Cap
Removal Tool
Make fork cap removal a snap on the
48mm WP TwinChamber and 4CS
forks with this handy socket.
22-1001, 22-1003        $22.95

Twin Chamber Fork
Cartridge Holder Tool
Take the hassle out of disassembling
twinchamber forks with this simple tool.

22-350   $12.95

Heim Joint Tool by Motion Pro
Removes and replaces PDS Heim joints, Enduro Engineering
part # 16-098. Aligns Heim joint for easy installation. Built in
stop correctly centers Heim joint in swing arm. Aligns and
installs Heim joint seals. Anodized aluminum construction
reduces the possibility of damaging your swing arm. Handle
includes retention o-ring to hold Heim joint adaptors and Heim
joint bearing in place. Ergonomic handle for a comfortable fit.
Made from billet 6061-T6 and anodized Motion Pro blue. Laser
engraved Motion Pro logo. Original Motion Pro design.

22-098    $54.99   

7mm Spoke Wrench
Hard anodized handle with a
replaceable tip. This is a must�for
every KTM riders tool box.

22-4002     $19.95   

COREY BUTTRICK
PHOTO CREDIT: 
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Enduro Engineering 
Suspension Services
For over 20 years EE has been a leader in Off-Road Suspension
development. The one thing that we feel sets us apart from the rest, is
our staff, all of us here at EE are riders like our customers. Our staff has
either raced or ridden in just about every inch of this country from the
East coast to the West coast. Competed in every type of off-road event
from Moto to the ISDE. So no matter where you ride we have experience
in that type of terrain and can offer you the best suspension set-up for
those conditions. We use a philosophy to personalize your suspension
based on your individual needs, so we look at your likes, dislikes, style of
riding, ability and area that you ride. We use this to give you a custom
suspension setting, tailored for you, not a cook book setting. So whether
you’re a trail rider, racer or something in between, we have what you
need, from our championship winning revalving service, oil changes and
springs. Please feel free to give our sales staff a call if you have any
questions about our suspension services. 

35-001   $159.95      Shock Revalve
35-002   $64.95        Shock Oil Change
36-003   $169.95      Fork Revalve
36-004   $49.95        Fork Oil Change
36-005   $64.95        Fork Seal Change
36-006   $199.95      Twin Chamber Fork Revalve
36-007   $99.95        Twin Chamber Fork Oil Change
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Shock Springs
35-050 to 35-560 $104.95

BEL RAY 
Fork Oil 5W 
Developed  for use in all
forks including those
using cartridge and dual
chamber systems. 

Part#36-BelRay5W         $14.95

Fork Springs
36-136 to 39-150           $109.95

Fork Seal and Dust 
Wiper Kits by SKF
36-013 to 36-613  (1 Oil + 1 Dust Seal)     $33.85

Fork Bleeders   
Keep your forks working properly. 
These bleeders allow you to get bleed off
air that  builds up in your forks easily.
Once installed you do not need tools to
bleed your forks. Just push the button on
the top of the bleeders and you’re done.

36-020, 36-021, 36-520, 36-521         $14.99 

BEL RAY  
HVI Shock Oil
3W  
Designed for all gas
pressurized shocks.

Part#35-BelRay3W         $16.95

SUSPENSION



6081 S. Martin Luther King Blvd.
Lansing MI 48911

Ph: 517-393-2421
Fx: 517-393-0632
info@enduroeng.com
www.enduroeng.com

W O R L D  H E A D Q U A R T E R S

Lang’s Off-Road
#11-2823 Catherine St
Dorchester, ONT N0L 1G4
Ph: 519-601-7623
roblang@rogers.com  

AUSTRALIA

Sutto’s MC Supply
141 Blaikie Road
Jamisontown, NSW 2750
Ph: 02 47379566 Fx: 02 47379533
sales@suttosmc.com.au

AUSTRIA, GERMANY, SWITZERLAND

MXG-PARTS
Holl 991
6861 Alberschwende
Austria
Phone: 436643510621
Website: www.mxg-parts.com
Email: mxg-parts@gmx.com

CANADA

Lachapelle Racing Products
11, Baker Pond Rd
Bolton Centre, PQ J0E 1G0
Ph: 450 292 3170
allanlachapelle@hotmail.com 
www.lachapelleracingproducts.com

CANADA

Maverick Distributing
6404 82 Ave
Edmonton, Alberta T6B 0E7
Canada
Phone: 800-661-9653
Fax: 780-439-0017
mbeaudin@maverickdistributing.com

International Distributors • Inquire: sales@enduroeng.com

CHILE

24 Powersports
1230 Henry Ford
Santiago 9260071
Chile
Phone: 8 3412359
Website: www.24powersports.cl
Email: info@24powersports.cl

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Boxer Racing
Jose Amado Soler
Plaza Fernandez II, Local 34A
Santo Domingo, Rep Dom.
Phone: 809-540-1611
Fax: 809-472-6639
boxeracing2000@yahoo.com

GUATEMALA

REVOLUTION BIKES, S.A.
(HUSABERG)
16 Calle 5-28 zona 10
Guatemala Ciudad
Phone: +502 2368-3939
revbikes@gmail.com

JAPAN

Chane Sports
14-6 Kasuga-cho
Neyagawa-shi, Osaka-fu
Ph: 81 72 826 0077
Fx: 81 72 828 7070
www.chsports.com

PANAMA

RIDE PTY, SA
Via Porras, local 75 frente a la
Delta. Planta baja 
Panamá, Rép. de Panamá
Phone: 507-390-9720
todomotorpty@yahoo.com

SOUTH AFRICA

Symons Sport International
Spearhead Business Park Unit
B1 Montague Drive
Montague Gardens 7441
South Africa
Ph: 021 551 8248
symons.sport@gmail.com

SWEDEN

EMX
Bangatan 5
171 63 Solna
Sweden
Ph:46 8 445 30 90
www.emx.se
info@emx.se

UNITED KINGDOM

EuroTek KTM
Ripon Business park
16 Camp Hill Close
Dallamires lane
Ripon UK HG4 3RW
Ph: 01765 608209
Fx: 01765 608223
www.eurotekktm.com
mark@eurotek.com

Canadian Suspension Service Center:

Terms:
We Accept VISA, MasterCard, American Express, & Discover. We also ship COD
(Dealers Only) dealer net 30, with approved credit.

Prices:
Prices are subject to change without notice. Please call (517) 393-2421 or Email
info@enduroeng.com if you have questions. Dealers may only discount products
up to 10% less than the published suggested retail. Any dealer who is found to
discounting products beyond the allowed discount may be terminated as an
Enduro Engineering dealer.

Shipping:
All orders are shipped UPS ground unless otherwise specified. Dealer and retail
orders over $300.00 receive free ground shipping in the contiguous 48 states.
Orders to Alaska & Hawaii that are over $300.00 will receive discounted shipping.

Backorders:
Backorders are kept and filled as soon as possible. Prior to a backorder release,
each customer will be contacted for order verification. All backorders in the
contiguous 48 states are shipped free freight. Seat Products are exempt from free
backorder shipping. If you need to cancel a backorder please call or email.

Returns:
We hope that you are satisfied with your purchase. In the event of a return, please
call to be issued a return authorization number. No returns will be accepted
without a return authorization number. Opened merchandise may be subject to a
15% restocking fee. This will be determined when you call to receive a return
authorization number. No returns accepted after 60 days.

Warranty & Disclaimer:
All parts manufactured, designed or sold by Enduro Engineering, Inc. (EEI) are to be installed by a licensed motorcycle dealer or a licensed motorcycle technician. Motorcycles can be
dangerous.  Serious injury, death and property damage can result from the use of motorcycles. This risk is increased by improper installation or misuse of aftermarket parts. EEI’s customers
must exercise good judgment in the use, control, alteration, part selection and installation, and maintenance of their motorcycles.  In the event of a possible defect in material or design, or
any other defect in a part manufactured, designed or sold by EEI, the responsibility of EEI is limited to either a refund of the purchase price or the replacement of the part if EEI determines
the part to be defective, and subject to EEI’s inspection of the part within thirty (30) days from the date of purchase.  (Note:  any attempted repairs or modifications made to EEI products will
void this limited warranty). EEI, under no circumstances will be responsible for incidental and/or consequential damages, property damage, personal injury damage, or damage, injury, cost
or expense of any kind or nature whatsoever.  By purchasing an EEI product or a product sold by EEI, you (1) acknowledge the above disclaimer and agree to its terms; (2) agree that any
claim brought against EEI arising from and/or pertaining to or otherwise related to a part manufactured, designed  or sold by EEI must be brought in the Michigan State Courts located in the
County of Ingham or in the Federal District Court for the Western District of Michigan and that Michigan law shall apply on all issues; and (3) any claim against EEI must be brought within
one (1) year of purchase of the product.  EEI makes no other warranty, express or implied, including without limitation any warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose.


